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Sampling from T cell receptor repertoires

Marco Ferrarini, Carmen Molina-Parı́s, Grant Lythe

Abstract Modern single-cell sequencing techniques allow the unique TCR sig-

nature of each of a sample of hundreds of T cells to be read. The mathematical

challenge is to extrapolate from the properties of a sample to those of the whole

repertoire of an individual, made up of many millions of T cells. We consider the

distribution of the number of repeats of any TCR in a sample, the mean number

of samples needed to find a repeat with probability one half, and the relationship

between the true distribution of clonal sizes and that experimentally observed in

the sample. We consider two special cases, where the distribution of clonal sizes is

geometric, and where a subset of clones in the repertoire is expanded.

1 Introduction

Approximately 4 × 1011 T cells circulate in the adult human body [1]. About

30,000 T cell receptors (TCRs) are on the surface of each T cell, usually of only

one specificity [2]. T cells are selected in the thymus by binding to self-peptides

expressed in association with major histocompatibility complex molecules (self-

pMHC) [3, 1, 4, 5]. The set of cells with the same TCR defines a T cell clonotype,

and the set of T cells in the body can be thought of as a repertoire of clonotypes.

CD8+ T cells recognise peptide bound to MHC class I and CD4+ T cells recognise

peptide bound to MHC class II [2]. How many TCR clonotypes are there in humans,

mice and other mammals? [6, 7, 8, 9]. Direct measurement is not possible even with

the latest developments in sequencing techniques. Estimates of the number of dif-

ferent TCRs that could, in principle, be produced by VDJ gene rearrangement in the
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thymus, are about 1015 [10, 11, 12, 13]. However, the human body cannot contain

even one T cell of 1015 possible types: 1015 T cells would weigh about 500 kg [14].

The number of distinct TCR clonotypes, N, is equal to the total number of T cells

divided by the mean number of cells per clonotype. Equivalently, N is equal to the

product of the rate of release of new clonotypes from the thymus to the periphery, θ ,

and the mean lifetime of a clonotype in the periphery. Lower limits on the number

of distinct TCR β chains in the repertoire are about 4×106 [15, 16, 17, 18]. If each

TCR β chain combines with 25 α chains, then the number of distinct clonotypes in

one human is at least 108 [19]. An upper limit is the total number of T cells, about

4×1011.

Direct estimates of β chain diversity have been made by PCR amplification of

mRNA from pools of cells, but the technique is less suitable for measuring distri-

butions of clonal sizes because numbers of mRNA vary from cell to cell and PCR

amplification may depend on the TCR. Single-cell measurements, where PCR and

sequencing is performed on one cell at a time, avoid biases. However, their expense

means that only hundreds of cells are usually sequenced from a single mammal, and

estimates of diversity must therefore rely on mathematical extrapolation from small

samples [20, 17, 21, 22].

1.1 Sampling from a repertoire

Suppose that a sample of m cells taken from a total number of cells, S, is divided into

N TCR clonotypes. Let us denote by ni the number of cells of a clonotype labelled

i. If mni ≪ S then

• the probability that none of the m cells in the sample are of clonotype i is
(

1− ni

S

)m

,

• the probability that exactly one of the m cells in the sample is of clonotype i is m
ni

S

(

1− ni

S

)m−1

,

• the probability that exactly two of the m cells in the sample are of clonotype i is pi where

pi =
1

2
m(m−1)

ni

S

ni −1

S

(

1− ni

S

)m−2

.

If m ≫ 1 but mni/S ≪ 1 then pi ≃ ri, where

ri =
1

2

(m

S

)2

ni(ni −1) .

We say there is a repeat in the sample if two (or more) of the m cells are of

the same clonotype. The condition mni/S ≪ 1, or equivalently,
√

ri ≪ 1, ensures

that finding three copies of the same type of cell (or clonotype) in the sample is

sufficiently small that the probability of a repeat is equivalent to the probability of

finding two cells of the given clonotype.
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Now consider a set of M identified clonotypes. How many repeats, of clonotypes

in this set, will we see in our sample? If the numbers of cells in the identified clono-

types are n1,n2, . . . ,nM and

ri ≪ 1 ∀i = 1, . . . ,M ,

so that the occurrences of repeats in distinct clonotypes can be taken as independent

events, then

IE(number of repeats of identified clonotypes) = λ ,

where

λ =
M

∑
i=1

ri =
1

2

(m

S

)2 M

∑
i=1

ni(ni −1) . (2)

That is,

IE(number of repeats of identified clonotypes) =
1

2

m2

S2
M IE(ni(ni −1)) , (3)

where the expectation is taken over the M clonotypes:

IE(ni(ni −1)) = M−1
M

∑
i=1

ni(ni −1) .

2 Results

2.1 The mean number of repeats

To find the mean number of repeats of any clonotype from the repertoire in the

sample, we set M = N in (3) and write S = N IE(ni), to obtain

IE(number of repeats) =
N

∑
i=1

ri =
m2

2N

IE(ni(ni −1))

IE(ni)2
. (4)

The expression (4) is the product of the factor m2

2N
, that does not depend on the

distribution of clonal sizes, and the factor
IE(ni(ni−1))

IE(n2)2 , that does. The latter can be

written
IE(ni(ni −1))

IE(ni)2
=

IE(n2
i )

IE(ni)2
− 1

IE(ni)
.

• If ni = n̄ for every i then
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IE(n2
i )

IE(ni)2
= 1 and

IE(ni(ni −1))

IE(ni)2
= 1− 1

n̄
.

• If ni has a geometric distribution with mean n̄ (that is, P (ni ≥ k) = (1− 1
n̄
)k−1,

k = 1,2, . . .) then

IE(n2
i )

IE(ni)2
= 2− 1

n̄
and

IE(ni(ni −1))

IE(ni)2
= 2

(

1− 1

n̄

)

.

See Figure 1.
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Fig. 1 Mean number of repeats as a function of the number of cells in the sample, from a repertoire

of N = 105 clonotypes and a geometric distribution of clonal sizes, with n̄ = 10.

2.2 Number of draws to find the first repeat

Let us consider the probability of finding no repeats in a sample of m cells, as a

function of m.

P (no repeat in sample of m cells) =
N

∏
i=1

(1− ri) ,

so
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log(P (no repeat in sample of m cells)) =
N

∑
i=1

log(1− ri)

≃−
N

∑
i=1

ri ,

assuming ri ≪ 1 for every i. Thus

P (no repeat in sample of m cells) = exp(−λ ) ,

where

λ =
m2

2N

IE(ni(ni −1))

IE(ni)2
.

How many cells do we need to sample in order to have a 50 percent chance of

finding a repeat? Let this number be m0.5. Then

m2
0.5 =

IE(ni)
2

IE(ni(ni −1))
2N log2 . (5)

In the simplest case, when all clonotypes have the same number of cells, n, we

find P (no repeats) = exp(−m2

2N
(1− 1

n
)) and

m0.5 =

(

2N log2

1− 1
n

)
1
2

.

When the distribution of the number of cells per clonotype is geometric,

m0.5 =

(

N log2

1− 1
n̄

)
1
2

.

See Figure 2.

2.3 Poisson distribution of number of repeats in a sample

Let k be the total number of repeats in a sample of m cells. We have already seen

P (k = 0). Let us consider k = 1:

P (k = 1) =
N

∑
i=1

ri

N

∏
i=1
j 6=i

(1− r j) .
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Fig. 2 Mean number of cells that need to be sampled in order to have a 50 percent chance of one

repeat, from a repertoire of N clonotypes and a geometric distribution of clonal sizes, with n̄ = 10.

If ri ≪ 1 for every i then
N

∏
i=1
j 6=i

(1− r j)≃
N

∏
i=1

(1− ri) and

P (k = 1) = λe−λ .

The same argument works for all k ≪ m, so that it is easy to see that the number of

repeats in a sample has a Poisson distribution:

P (number of repeats is k) =
λ k

k!
e−λ .

2.4 Estimating the size of the repertoire from one repeat

Suppose there is one repeat in a sample of m1 cells. We then estimate that λ = 1

and, assuming a geometric distribution of clonal sizes, conclude that

N = m2
1 .

If we find one repeat per 100 cells, we estimate the size of the repertoire is 104. If we

find one repeat per 1000 cells, we estimate that the size of the repertoire is 106. In

practice, the estimate m2
1 is likely to be conservative, because any clonal expansion

will increase the number of observed repeats.
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2.5 The observed distribution of clonal sizes

How many times will we see k copies of the same TCR in a sample of m cells?

Let us start at the beginning, with the probability q of finding a single cell in a

sample of m cells from a total of S cells, equal to 1−
(

1− 1
S

)m
. Let us define the

Bernoulli random variable B:

P (B = 0) = 1−q and P (B = 1) = q, where q = 1−
(

1− 1

S

)m

. (6)

The probability generating function of B is

φB(z) = 1−q+qz . (7)

If ni is the number of cells of a clonotype labelled i, then the number of cells of type

i in the sample is the random variable Yi, which can be written

Yi = B0 +B1 + · · ·+Bni
, (8)

where B j, j = 1, . . . ,ni are random variables with the same distribution as B. With

the approximation that the B j are independent random variables, the probability

generating function of Yi is

φYi
(z) = φB(z)

ni = (1−q+qz)ni . (9)

Let Y be the number of copies of a randomly-chosen clonotype found in the sample

of m cells. We must take the distribution of values of ni into account. Suppose that

the probability generating function of the random variable ni is φn(z). Then

φY (z) = ∑
k

P (ni = k)(1−q+qz)k

= φn(1−q+qz) .

For example, if ni has a geometric distribution with mean n̄, then φn(z) =
z

n̄− (n̄−1)z
, so that

φY (z) =
1−q+qz

n̄− (n̄−1)(1−q+qz)
=

1−q+qz

1− (n̄−1)q(1− z)
. (10)

Therefore, the observed clonal sizes s1, s2, . . . are distributed as follows:

sk = s1γk−1 k ≥ 1 , (11)

where

γ =
(n̄−1)q

1+(n̄−1)n̄q
, (12)
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is the factor by which finding a clone of size k+1 in the sample is less frequent than

finding a sample of size k in the sample. We conclude that the observed distribution

of clonal sizes (the histogram that is obtained by plotting number of TCRs versus

number of cells) is also geometric, with mean 1+(n̄−1)q. See Figure 3.

Fig. 3 Observed clonal size distribution in a sample of 1000 cells, from repertoires containing

different numbers of clones, N. A “constant” repertoire means that there are 10 cells of each clono-

type. In a “geometric” repertoire, the number of cells in each clonotype is drawn from a geometric

distribution with mean 10.

3 Expansion of a subset of the repertoire

In this Section, we assume that a fraction f ≪ 1 of clones are “expanded” by an

infection, so that their number of cells is multiplied by a factor α ≫ 1. When con-

sidering an expanded clone, labelled i, we can no longer assume that mni/S ≪ 1.

Thus

• the probability that none of the m cells in the sample are of the expanded clono-

type i is (1− ni
S
)m.
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• the probability that exactly one of the m cells in the sample is of clonotype i is

m
ni
S
(1− ni

S
)m−1.

• the probability that exactly two of the m cells in the sample are of clonotype i is

pi, where

pi =
1

2
m(m−1)

ni

S

ni −1

S

(

1− ni

S

)m−2

. (13)

We consider the simplest case where all unexpanded clones contain the same

number of cells n̄. Then the total number of cells is S′ where

S′ = Nn̄(1+(α −1) f ) . (14)

That is, S′/S = 1+(α −1) f . We write

ri =







1
2
(m

S′ )
2n̄(n̄−1) unexpanded clones ,

1
2
(m

S′ )
2α2n̄2 expanded clones .

(15)

The mean number of repeats is Poisson distributed with mean

λ ′ =
N

∑
i=1

ri =
1

2

m2

N

(

S′

S

)2 [

1− 1

n̄
+ f α2

(

1− α

N

S′

S

)m]

. (16)

4 Discussion

Small samples from a large repertoire, such as are obtained in single-cell sequenc-

ing experiments of T cell receptors, present mathematical challenges. Estimates of

the diversity of the TCR repertoire, that can be deduced, depend on the distribution

of clonal sizes, which is also unknown. However, small sample sizes allow the sim-

plifying approximation that random variables describing quantities of interest, such

as the numbers of cells of different types in the sample, are independent. Then, the

probability generating function of the distribution of clonal sizes in the sample is

the composition of that of a Bernoulli random variable (that takes values 0 or 1) and

that of the true distribution of clonal sizes in the repertoire that is being sampled

from.
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